Experimental characterization of intrapulse tissue conductivity changes for electroporation.
Cells exposed to short electric pulses experience a change in their transmembrane potential, which can lead to increased membrane permeability of the cell. When the energy of the pulses surpasses a threshold, the cell dies in a non-thermal manner known as irreversible electroporation (IRE). IRE has shown promise in the focal ablation of pathologic tissues. Its non-thermal mechanism spares sensitive structures and facilitates rapid lesion resolution. IRE effects depend on the electric field distribution, which can be predicted with numerical modeling. When the cells become permeabilized, the bulk tissue properties change, affecting this distribution. For IRE to become a reliable and successful treatment of diseased tissues, robust predictive treatment planning methods must be developed. It is vital to understand the changes in tissue properties undergoing the electric pulses to improve numerical models and predict treatment volumes. We report on the experimental characterization of these changes for kidney tissue. Tissue samples were pulsed between plate electrodes while intrapulse voltage and current data were measured to determine the conductivity of the tissue during the pulse. Conductivity was then established as a function of the electric field to which the tissue is exposed. This conductivity curve was used in a numerical model to demonstrate the impact of accounting for these changes when modeling electric field distributions to develop treatment plans.